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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded, open, connected subset of the plane R, whose 
boundary B = D- - D is the disjoint union of a finite number of polygons. 
Consider the eigenvalue problem 
V2u $-Au -0 on D, U-1) 
with u having continuous second partials throughout D and satisfying either 
the Dirichlet or Neumann condition on B. Let & < J$+i be the eigenvalues 
of this problem with the Dirichlet condition if Y = 0 and with the Neumann 
condition if v = 1, the Jj being repeated according to their multiplicities, 
and let N,(X) = EVAjSA 1. 
Courant [l] has shown, by domain comparison methods, that Weyl’s 
asymptotic law can be strengthened to 
iv(h)=I-1(U!X+O(~lnh) as h++m, Y 47r (1.2) 
where y(D) is the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure of D. It was recently 
pointed out by Brownell [2] that the asymptotic formula 
2 exp (- &) = z: - (-)’ 8$ -I- f!l + 0 jexp (- $1, (1.3) 
i=l 
(as t -+ 0 +), by an application of a Tauberian theorem of Ganelius [3], 
slightly modified, would provide the further improvement of Weyl’s law to 
N,(X) = +$ h + 0 (di) as h++m. (1.4) 
* This paper is a shortened version of the doctoral dissertation of P. B. Bailey under 
the direction of F. H. Brownell. Dr. Bailey is now with Sandia Corporation, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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Brownell was led to (1.3) by analogy with the corresponding formula [4, 
p. 152, 6.471 for X,:1 &l(Jj + w2)-l. We here prove (1.3) in detail. 
Section II is devoted to notation and definitions, some preliminary con- 
vergence estimates, and the well-known Neumann-PoincarC construction 
of the heat Green function together with the basic relations connecting this 
function with the eigenvalues “Xi. In Section III we prove Brownell’s con- 
jectured asymptotic formula (1.3), thus obtaining (1.4). Some new informa- 
tion about the analytic continuation of (1.3) into the complex right half plane 
is given in Section IV, which raises hope [5] f or including the perimeter term 
in a still further improved asymptotic formula for N,(h). Section V summa- 
rizes and discusses our results. 
II. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, ANDPRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper p and D will stand for ordinary Lebesgue measure 
on Euclidean 2-space R, and the real line R,, respectively. We denote 
(x1, x2) E R, by x, the inner product of x and y E Rz by x * y = x,yi + xay2, 
anddx.xbyIx1.F or vector-valued functions f(x) of x E R,, 
denotes the divergence. 
The closure of A _C R, is denoted by A-, and the characteristic function of 
a set AG R,, by xA(x). For r > 0 and x E R,, 
V,(x) = (y E R, : ( x - y  ( < r). 
For complex numbers s, R[s] denotes its real part and C,(s) = (complex w: 
j s - w ( = r> for r > 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real-valued function u(x) with continuous second 
partials over x G D is said to satisfy the Dirichlet condition provided u(x) pos- 
sesses a continuous extension over the closure D- such that u(x) = 0 on B. 
We note that if f(x) E R, is defined and continuous over x E D-, and if 
each partial (+%,)fi(x) exists, is continuous over D, and is in L,(D), 
then the Gauss formula holds: 
j-, v - f(x) 444 = J‘, n(x) - f(x) d4x). (2.2) 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A real-valued function u(x) defked over x E D- and 
possessing continuous second partials over x E D is said to satisfy the Neumann 
condition on B provided u(x) is continuous over D-, provided both 1 Vu(x) 1 E L, 
and V%(x) EL, over D, and provided every real-valued function v(x) con- 
tinuous over D- which .possesses continuous Jirst partials over D with 
1 Vv(x) 1 E L,(D) also satisfies 
s D (v(x) V%(x) + (Vv(x)) . (Vu(x))) d!&(x) = 0. (2.4) 
Use of (2.2) with (2.4) shows n(x) * Vu(x) = 0 on B almost (CT) everywhere 
if Vu(x) possesses a continuous extension from D to D-, which justifies our 
nomenclature. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let Q(r; t) = (l/Lhrt) exp (- r2/4t) over r > 0 and 
t > 0. The heat equation Green function 
Hv(x, Y; t> = 8(1 x - Y I ; t> - h,h Y; t) 
over t E (0, T], x E D, y  E D- is defined for v  = 0 or 1 and some T > 0 by the 
requirements: That h,(x, y; t) be real-valued and continuous over 
(x, y; t) E D x D- x (0, T] ; 
that, for everyJixed x E D, 
2~ j, Chk Y; W 44~) = 0 
and h,(x, y; t) possesses a continuous extension in (y; t) from D- x (0, T] to 
D- x [0, T] which vanishes at t = 0; that, for every Jixed x E D, h,(x, y; t) 
have continuous second partials in the components of y, a continuous Jirst partial 
in t, and satisfy 
(- I’; + +) h,(x, y; t) - 0 
over (y; t) ED x (0, T]; that 
; W, Y; t> E L,(D x (L TN 
in (y; t) for every fixed x E D and t, E (0, T); and that, for every fixed x E D 
and t E (0, T], H”(x) y; t) satisfy on B, as a function of y, the Dirichlet con- 
dition 2.1 or the m&iJied Neumann condition 2.3 according as v  = 0 or 1. 
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Such H,, if existent, must be unique (see, for example, [I, p. 1221). In 
Theorem 2.20 we will construct functions satisfying this definition, proving 
existence. 
As assumed in the introduction, each polygon of B is a finite union of 
closed line segments Aj with endpoints xj, such that {xi> = Aj, n Aj,, 
with unique j’ fj” for each endpoint xj and the A, are disjoint except for 
endpoints. The exterior angle at the corner xi is ai; more precisely, x E Aj 
is a function f(s) of the arclength s, s being taken to increase in the direction 
$rr radians counter-clockwise from the outward from D unit normal n(x), 
and the angle of n(x) has a jump increase OI~, - n < 01~ < r, at xj with 
respect to increasing s. For simplicity, we may take aj # 0 always. 
We need some additional notation. Let N be the number of corners of 
B, B, = {z E B : z is not a corner of B}, ra(x) = min { 1 x - xI ( : xj a corner 
of B), and C, = {x E B : rO(x) > S} for each S > 0. 
LEMMA 2.6. Dejine over t > 0 and x E R, 
R(t ; ~4 = j; j, I 2n(z) * V,Q(l z - x I; T) I do(z) dT, 
R(t) = sup R(t; x), 
XEB 
i?(t) = ,“E”RP R(t; x). 
2 
Then 
Lim R(t) = max !JYJ < 1 
t+o+ 3. 7T 
and both R(t) and l?(t) are monotone increasing and bounded over t > 0. 
We write 
R(t; x) = J; Sanvarx) 1 2n(z) * VzQ( I z - x / ; T) I du(z) dT 
+ j: jB-B~V~(x) 
1 2n(z) . V,Q(I z - x I ; T) I da(z) d7, 
for t > 0 and x E B,, and use (2.7) 
&$?(I 2 - X I; T) = - & (2 - x) exp (- ’ ’ iTx “) 
to show that, for sufficiently small S > 0, the first term on the right side of 
(2.7) converges to ] a3 l/v from below as x -+ xi, while the second term is 
bounded by [o(B) diam (B)/&q exp (- a2/4t). 
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Thus 
I “i I Lim R(t) = max -- < 1 as claimed. 
t+o+ i 7r 
Similarly we show that r?(t) is bounded. Since the monotone behavior of 
both R(t) and I?(t) is obvious from their definitions, the lemma is completely 
proved (see [6] for details). 
LEMMA 2.8. Let A be the negative X-axis in the plane R, and let A* be 
the entire X-axis. Let n = (0, l), I, = {x E R, : x = (r cos y, Y sin 9’) for 
some r > O> for 0 < 19 1 < v, and for x E R, let x* denote the foot of the 
perpendicular from x to A*. Then: 
2.9. For all y  E I, and t > 0, 
t 
SI 0 A 
I2n * VzQ(I z - y /; t - T) I Q(I z /; T) da(z) dr = L$Q([ y  /; t). 
2.10. For all y  E I,, t > 0 and x in the closed right half plane, 
ss 
t \2n*V,Q(lz-y/; t - T) / Q(( z - x I; T) du(z) dT 
o A 
< y  (min {Q(m I x I”; tj,Q(dl y  - x* I2 + I x - x* 12; t)}). - 
2.11. For all yEI,, t >0 and xER,, 
t 
s.i 
1 2n * V,Q( I z - y I ; t - T) [ Q( I z - x [ ; T) do(z) d7 
o A 
2.12. If 0 < 1 q~ 1 < 7r/2, there exists 7pl satisfying 1 q~ l/m 5 vpl < 1 such 
that for all y  E I,, t > 0 and x in the left halfplane, 
t 
ss 
I 2n. VzQ(l z - y I; t - T) I Q(l z - x 1; T) do(z) d7 
o A 
2.13. For every pair of real numbers q~ and q~’ satisfying ( q~ 1 < w and 
1 p’ 1 < TT there exists a real T~,~, satisfying 1 ‘p I/T 2 T~,~, < 1 such that 
t 
ss 
I 2n * V,Q( I z - y / ; t - T) I Q( I z - x I ; 7) do(z) dT 
o A 
< %,e~QW x - x* 12 -c 1 y  - x* 12; t) 
over all y  E I,, x E I,,, real t > 0. 
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PROOF. First note that the expressions on the left sides of the above 
inequalities are unchanged if we replace y by its reflection in the line A*. 
Hence we need consider only the case 0 < v < 7~. So suppose that 0 < q~ < rr, 
z = (z, 0), y = (k ctn q, k) with k > 0, and x = (x, h). Then 
I 2n * V,Q( I z - y I ; t - T) / Q( I z - x ( ; T) h(z) dr 
t m 
= ss o (h)“(L .)2, exp ( - 
(z+Kctny)2+R”-(x+x)“+h” dzd 
o 4(t - 7) 47 1 
7. 
After making the changes of variables (in the order given) 
7 = tu, X=Vl/~, q = v + p ctn v + $ 
and then the final change 
p = r sin 8, q = r cos 8, o<e0, 
the above integral is seen to be equal to 
&exp - ( 
k2 + k2 +- (k ctn q - X)~ 
42 1 
4 oI 
SI 2r ( 2 
h”k2 
exp - - 
0 T(B) 4tr2 sin2 9 ) 
dr d0, 
X 
if ‘% 3 0, 
(2.14) 
where 
r(e) = 
4 
xk sin p 
sin e sin (‘p - e) ’ 
We shall content ourselves with completing the proofs of statements 2.9, 
2.10, 2.11, 2.12, since the proof of 2.13 is very similar (see [6]). 
Dropping the second exponential term in the integrand and integrating 
over Y, then (2.14) is 
1 
( 
h2 + k2 + (k ctn cp - X)~ 
SGesp -___- 4t 1 P s ( exp - xk sin p) 0 4t sin e sin (p’ - e) ! de, if x > 0, 
X (2.15) 
n 
7T- 
s ( 
exp - (- x)k sin v 
P 4t sin e sin (e - y) 1 
de 
’ 
if x ( 0 3 
equality actually holding if x = (x, h) = o, yielding 2.9. 
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Since 
sin 19 sin (9’ - 0) I sin” 2 = 
sin ‘p 
2 2(1 + cos $0) 
over 0 < 0 < v < 7-r, the right side of (2.15) when x > 0 is 
1 
_< z * G exp 
i 
h2 + (k csc qJ - x)” 
- 
4t 1 
1 
<z.rrteXp - 
( 
h2 + x2 + k2 cscf g, 
1 
-- 
4t = FQ(m I Y I”; t) 
and also is 
1 
I ff- - G exp c 
A.2 + (k csc qz - x)” 
- 
4t 1 
= ;Q(l/l x - x* I2 + I y - x* 12; t), 
which proves 2.10. When x < 0, the right side of (2.15) is always 
1 
<%exp - c 
h2 + k” + (k ctn q - 3~)~ 
4t i 
proving 2.11, and if also 0 < CJJ < ~j2 it is 
with 
To see this we need only note that the expression in brackets is equal to &T 
when r = 0, is not greater than e-2 for r > tan q~, and for 0 < Y < tan ‘p 
is not greater than 
I - f In exp (- sins~s~~~~ F)) d0 < 1. 
‘p 
As an aid in stating the next lemma we introduce some additional notation. 
For S > 0 let $3 = (2 E B : 0 < rs(z) < S}. Define d(x, A) = (infyEA 1 x-y 1) 
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for x E R, and A C R,. For each corner xj of B define d, as the minimum 
of d(xi, A,,) over all Ait having d(x,, A,,) > 0, such Aj, clearly existing 
and being exactly those segments not containing xi. Define 6, = (min di) > 0. 
For y E ,B with 0 < 6 < 4 a,, there exist unique indices j(y), j’(y), 
j”(y) having 
For such y and for each x E R, we can define F(y, x) as the foot of the 
perpendicular from x to the straight line extension of AiT( if this foot is in 
4’(Y), and as xi(,.) otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let 6, be as above and let 0 < 6 < i 6,. Then there exist 
real constants M and 7 with 0 < < 1 such 77 that 
t IS 1242) + V,Q( I z - y  I; t - T) I Q( j z - x I ; T) do(z) d7 0 B (2.17) 
c M + xco,a,(ro(~N Q(I Y - WY, x) I ; t) 
over ally E B, x E R,, real t > 0; and if g is any vector-valued function dejined 
on ,B into B such that with {xi} = A, n A, and g(z) = g,,, E A, over 
z E A, n V6(xi), then defining 
over y  E 8B, 
g*(y) = WY, Sit~yj,j~~~yj) 
t ss I 2n(z) * W?(l z - Y I ; t - 4 I xco,dro(4 O(l z - g(z) I ; 4 d44 dT o B 
5 M + qxto,s,(ro(~)) 80 Y - g”(y) I ; t) (2.18) 
over all such functions g and all y  E B, real t > 0. 
This lemma is essentially a corollary of Lemma 2.8 ; we omit the details 
(see PI). 
THEOREM 2.19. For some T > 0, h,(x, y; t) and H,(x, y; t) exist satis- 
fying Dejinition 2.5 and 
h,(x, y; t) = t 
SJ 
(- 2n(z) * V,Q(I z - y / ; t - T)) w&z, 7; x) da(z) d7, 
0 B 
(2.20) 
h,(x, y; t) = - (2.21) 
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over (x, y; t) E D x D x (0, T]. H eye, for every fixed x E D, w&z, t ; x) is 
bounded and continuous over (z, t) E B x [0, T], wl(z, t; x) is bounded and 
continuous over (z, t) E C, x [0, T] and satisfies there a Holder condition of 
order one for every 6 > 0, and both vanish over z E B, for t = 0. For every 
fixed x E D and t E (0, T], 
w,(,,t;x)=~ &&9 t ; x> (2.22) 
WL=O 
over z E B,, and 
w,(z, t;x) = 2 l%L(Z, t; x> (2.23) 
Wk=O 
over z E B,, with the ,,w,(z, t; x) defined inductively for integer m > 0 and 
v = 0 or 1 by 
po(z, t; x) = Q(l 2 - x I; t> 
owm+&, t; x> 
’ =- ss (- 24Y) - %?(I Y - 2 I ; t - 7)) o%n(y, 7; x) da(y) d7 (2.24) o B 
over (z, t; x) E B, x (0, 0~) x D and are extended continuously over 
B x (0,~) x D, und 
lwo(z, t;x) = - 2n(z)* V,Q(l z - x I; t) 
t = II (- 242) * VzQ(I z - Y I ; t - 7)) I%(Y, 7; x) da(y) dT (2.25) 0 B 
over (z, t; x) E B, x (0, 03) x D; the series for wo(z, t; x) converges absolutely 
and uniformly over all (z, t) E R x (0, T] and the series for w,(z, t; x) con- 
verges in L,(B x (0, T))-norm over (z, t) E B x (0, T] and absolutely and 
uniformly over (z, t) E C, x (0, T] for every 6 > 0. Furthermore, 
and 
- 1, ho@, xi t) 444 = 2 (-Y+l .I&> (2.26) 
VkO 
- SD hdx, xi t> 44x) = 2 An(t) (2.27) 
WL=O 
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exist absolutely convergent over t E (0, T], with 
M) = j, j: j, (- 244 * VzQ(l z - x I ; t - 7)) l%n(Z, 7; x) du(z) A- 44x) 
x [g (- 2nh”) * vz,Q(I zk - h-1 1; Tk-l - TX))]z- aX T-l==t 
1 I 
* Q(I zm - x / ; TJ du(z,) dT, -** du(z,) dTo dp(x). (2.28) 
We refer to [6] for the proof of this theorem, which is an analogue of that 
of Brownell [4, theorem 5.421. An important difference, however, is in our 
proof that xE=,, j;n(t) < + 03, where Jm(t) is defined as the right side of 
(2.28) with the integrand replaced by its absolute value. It is for this that we 
need the new convergence estimates given by Lemma 2.16. 
We begin with Jo(t). 
h(t) = I, j: jB 1 2nb) * %Q!(I Z - x / ; t - 7) 1 Q(l z - x / ; 7) Mz) d7 444 
= $ jD j; j,, '$g(;--T;;' exP (- ',;,:g,;e', dfJ(4 dT 444 
3 
(2.29) 
and after making the changes of variables 
z = 2 0 - T)T& h = 2 
t J 
ct - T)T h’, 
t 
tu = 7, 
the right side of (2.29) is seen to be equal to 
which is clearly finite. 
Now let t E (0, T] and let M, 8, 7 be as in Lemma 2.16 with also 
it = ma (7, WI. 
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Then for m >, 1, 
v-1 
X I 2n(zd * V,,Q(I Zk - k.1 I ; Tk-1 - 4 I] 
Z-l=X.T-l=t 
- {M + x~o,&o(~m-1)) Q(l zm-1 - F(zm-1, 4 I ; ~m-d~ 
x du(z& dTm-l*-- du(z,) dTo dp(x) 
by lemma 2.16. Also by using repeatedly the second part 2.18 of this lemma 
we then see that 
x @‘fY:-2h’t + m - 1) + x,o,&-o(Z)) r’l”-‘Q(I z - ,x j ; 7)) 
x da(z) d7 dp(x) 
I MyTd2(rt + m - 1) R(t) p(D) 
+ rT’ I, 1: J, I 2Nz) - RQ(I z - x I ; t - T> I xtO,dro(zN 
X Q(I z - mx / ; T) dub) dT 444 
= W4-2(~t + m - 1) R(t) p(D) 
x Q(l z - ,x / ; T) da(z) dT d/-4x), (2.30) 
where mx = ,f(z, x) evaluates Q( / z -,x I; T) for 0 < ro(z) < 6 and z E B 
with the following inductive definition: choose z’ E Ajfr,, n V8(xj,+J arbitra- 
rily, Set 15 = F(z’, IL>, ly = F(z, x), k+l% = F(z', kY), IC+IY = F(z, kEh 
mf(z, x) = my if m is odd, mf(z, x) = ,F if m is even, assuring ,,,f(z, x) f Ai!,,, 
in the lemma 2.16 notation. 
Letj’,j” be the unique indices such that Ajr n AjrJ = {xj}; let zjt, zjtt be in 
Aj, n V,(xj), Ajtl n V&J respectively, and let mu’, mu” be the nzx, defined 
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as above, corresponding to zj’, z, <I respectively in place of z there. Then by 
2.11 the integral on the right side of (2.30) is 
22 s D (Q(dl x - ox’ I 2 + ( mx’ - ()x’ 12; t) 
+ 8(1/l x - ,,x” I2 + / mx” - ,,x” 12; t)} dp(x), (2.31) 
where ax’ is the foot of the perpendicular from x to the line segment 
AjT or A,,, which does not contain lnx’ and similarly ax” is the foot of the 
perpendicular from x to the line segment Ajf or Aj,, which does not contain 
mx”. Since 
1 x - ox’ I2 + / ,x’ - ox’ I2 3 1 x - xj I2 sin2 cq, 
the right side of 2.31 is 
12 s 1 - exp - Dht 1 x - xb12 sin2 “‘1 dP(x) 
12 
s 
I x - xi I2 sin2 q) dP(x) 
4t 
= r& 1, exp (- I x I”) 444 L 3 * 
= 2 CSC’L aj,
and hence the right side of (2.30) is 
5 MyF2(yt + m - 1) R(t) p(D) + 2~7~2 CSC~ oij. 
j=l 
Since both c,“=,. ~7 and zzE1 my: are convergent for 1 yt 1 < 1, we have 
proved that ~~,,Jm(t) < + 00 as claimed. 
THEOREM 2.32. There exists a complete orthonormal system of real-valued 
functions yui E L,(D) with associated real constants ,,Aj > 0, for integer j > 1 
if v  = 0 and integer j > 0 if v  = 1, such that Jj < ,,&, that Vui has con- 
tinuous second partial5 and satisjies 
- P “Uj(X) = *Aj &(X) over x E D, 
and that J+(X) is continuous over x E D- and satz$ies the Dirichlet or Neumann 
condition on B according as v  = 0 or 1. Such ,Aj and the corresponding linear 
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subspaces of L,(D) are unique. Also Il\o = 0 and jlj > 0 for j >, 1. These >j 
and “uj(x) and the heat Green function H,(x, y; t) given by theorem 2.19 over 
(x, y; t) E D x D- x (0, T] for some T > 0 satisfy 
e-“ijt Pi = 5, &ix, Y; t) PAY) d&9 (2.33) 
over x E D, t E (0, T] ; 
Hv(x, Y; t) = WY, x; t) = -$$ + fJ ewyajt pj(x) ,uj(y) (2.34) 
j=l 
over (x, y; t) E D x D x (0, T] with absolute convergence uniform over x and 
y  E C for every compact subset C of D and every t E (0, T] ; and for every 
t E (0, Tl 
1, H,,(x) x; t) dp(x) = a,,, + 2 eWvajt. 
j=l 
(2.35) 
Hence with Jnz(t) defined as in Theorem 2.19 over t E (0, T], 
2 e-o”‘t = I, f&(x, x: t> 444 
j=l 
and 
= AD)C?(O; 9 + $o(-P+1 Iwit), (2.36) 
1 + 2 eel’Jt = / H,(x, x; t) 44x) 
j=l D 
= P(D) Q(0; t) + $ J&)* (2.37) 
For the proof of this theorem it is convenient to use the facts about 
G,(x, y; OJ) in Brownell [4], where 
G,(x, Y; w) = &,(I x - Y I) - gv(x> Y; w) 
over (x, y) E D x D- and x # y, with 
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is defined for CJJ > 0 and v = 0 or 1 by the requirements: that gy(x, y; w) 
be real-valued and continuous over (x, y) ED x D-; that, for every fixed 
x ED, gV(x, y; W) have continuous second partials in y and satisfy 
(- v; + 4 g.(x, y; w) = 0 over YED; 
and that, for every fixed x E D, G,(x, y; w) satisfy on y E B the Dirichlet 
condition 2.1 or the modified Neumann condition according as Y = 0 or 1. 
(Since GJx, y; w) is singular at y = x, the modified Neumann condition 
for G, differs somewhat from 2.3, see [4].) 
Since it is now possible (see [6]) to verify that the heat Green function 
H,(x, y; t) has sufficient properties to satisfy 4.14 of [4], theorem 5.27 there 
yields our 2.32. 
III. ASYMPTOTICEVALUATIONOFGREEN FUNCTIONINTEGRALS 
In this section we shall obtain asymptotic evaluations of the right sides of 
(2.36) and (2.37). Throughout this section we shall employ the notation 
D, = {x E R, : x = (r cos p, r sin v), r > 0, a: < v < W} 
and B, is its boundary in R,. 
LEMMA 3.1. The J,Jt) defined by (2.24) over t E (0, T] .for some T > 0 
and all integers m > 0 satisfy 
Jo(t) = $& + 2 PO(q) + 0 (exp (- $1 , 
j=l 
JlW = 2 Plc4 + 0 jexp (- $1 9 
j=l 
W”(cx) = 2 (-p+l)(l-v) P,(a) 
V&=0 
for fffO,-?r<<<<, and v=O or 1, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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3 exp (- &) = ldD) - - 3 + g W,(4 + 0 (exp (- $jj , (3.6) 
i=l &It 
1 + g exp (- ,A$) = ‘g + -$$ + 3 WI(olj) 
i=l 77 i=l 
for some p > 0 depending only upon B, where for 0 < 
+ 0 (““P (- 5)) 
I4 c7-r 
(3.7) 
and for m >, 1 
PO(a) = - & (1 - 01 ctn a) 
p&4 = “I&; 4, 
defined by the right side of (2.28) with B and D replaced by B, and D,, is 
actually independent of t over t > 0. 
PROOF. First consider 
s ss D, 1 A (- 2n * V,Q(I z - x / ; t - T)) Q(\ z - x ( ; T) da(z) d7 dp(x) (3.8) 
where n = (0, - l), A = {y E R, : y  = (- y, 0), 0 I y  I a} for some 
a>O,OL(olI< V. We notice that if we replace x in (3.8) by its reflection 
in the infinite straight line extension of A the only effect is to change the sign 
of the (3.8) integrand, and hence the integral over x E D, is equal to the value 
of the integral of the same integrand over x E D,,,. Thus the value of 3.8 is 
( tlz-x/2 - 47(t - T) 1 dp(x) dT da(z) 
x exp ((’ ’ ‘I” + ha)t - 
dT(t - T) 
dh dx dT dz, if 0 < 1 01 ) < ” 
2' (3.9) 
or is 
if +giZ <77. (3.10) 
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1 ootoo 1 =- 
s ss - 8r2t ,, ,, o t - T 
X exp - ( ( 
((x + x)” + a? tan” a)t 
47(t - T) 1) 
dx dr dz 
1 mtm 1 -__ 
s Sf - 8n”t a 0 ot-7 
X exp - 
( i 
((x + ,z)” + x2 tan” a)t 
47(t - T) 1) 
dx dr dz. (3.11) 
The second term on the right side of (3.11) is O(exp (- a2/2t)) over t > 0 
since 
[tx + d” + x2 tan2 a]t 
&(t - T) 
dx dT dz 
(’ + z)2t 
4T(t - T) 
dy dr dz 
’ 
f 
00 
T exp [- (X + z)“] dx dz dT 
0 
s 
a, 
7 exp (- x2 - z”) dx dz d7 
0 
2l.G t m =-- 
t” SI 
T exp (- x2) du dr 
0 a tl tldT( t--r1 
<21/;; t 
-3 s 
a 
t” 
7 exp (- .z”) dz dr 
0 aldt 
exp (- x2) dz 
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= 0 (exp (- $-)) over t > 0. (3.12) 
As for the first term on the right side of (3.11), this is equal to 
1 aJtm 
-- 
27r‘v s ss +xp [- (,Y + z>“l - 
exp [- (X + z)” - x2 tan2 IX]} dx & & 
0 
o o 
1 COm =- 
is 4?7” 0 
{exp [- (X + z)“] - esp [- (X + 5~)~ - x2 tan2 LY]} dX CEz 
0 
1 
s 
g,m 
4?r” 0 s 
20 co 
=- exp (- u2 - x2 tan” a) du dx 
5 
exp (- u”) dz4 dx - & 
ss 0 z 
1 cooo =-- 
IS 47T2 0 
exp (- u2) du dx 
z 
- -!- 
02 a, 
473 
/ ctn 01 1 
ss 
exp (- u2 - 9) ctu dv 
0 VI ctncz 
1 mu =- 
ss 49 0 
exp (- u2) d3c du 
0 
ctn 01 1 
after making the substitution 
u. = r cos 6, v = Y sin 0, 
and this is equal to 
1 m 
-1 ~exp(-*2)du-~~Ictna~(min{~aI,rr-~~~Ij)~~~exp(--2)dr 
49 0 0 
= & (1 - I ctn 0~ I bin {I ~1 I, x - I N I))), (3.13) 
(with 01 ctn (II = 1 if 01 = 0). 
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Finally, in the first part of (3.9) 
and after making the change of variables 
-- 
x = 47(t - 4 xI, h= 47(t--7)h 
t t 
(and then dropping the primes), this is equal to 
a 
=- 
h2t3'2 
& exp (- x2) dx d7 
Hence (3.9) is equal to 
a 
- - & (1 -- 1 a ctn ac I) + 0 (exp (- $)) over 
SdGt 
t > 0 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(a ctn 01 = 1 if 01 = 0) by using (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14). 
4 
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Dealing with (3.10) in similar fashion we finally obtain (see [6]) 
JO(~) = jD j: j, (- 2n(z) - V,Q(l z - x i; t - 7)) 
x Q(I z - x I; T) do(z) dr d&x) 
= *\ - 9 & (1 - q: ctn elk) $- 0 (exp (- G) j over t > 0, 
k=l 
for some /3 satisfying 0 < /? < 1, which proves (3.2). 
Let 0 < S < + S,, S, = min { 1 x - y / ; y E Ad, x E Ajr, j fj’, 
A, n Ajf = $1, let x E D and zk E B for integer k, 0 < k < m, for m a 
positive integer. Choose y E (0, 1) independent of m such that (with 
z-1 = x = Zm+l for convenience) every such vector m + 3-tuple, [z-r, z,,, 
Zl, ***I Zm+1 ] has at least one of the following three conditions satisfied: 
(i) 1 zI, - zk-r ( 3 rS for some k, 0 I k I m + 1; 
(ii) z~, zK-i E Aj for some k, j with 1 5 k < m and 1 5 j < N; 
(iii) there exists indices j, j’, j” such that {xi} = ,4,1 n A,!!, 
zk E A,, or A,fr according as k is even or odd for 0 < k < m, 
and~,EV~(x~)for -1 <k<m+l. (3.16) 
It is clear that such a choice is possible, and it is not too difficult to see why 
(3.3) and (3.4) should hold, although we shall leave out the tedious details 
(see [6]). Namely, the integrand appearing in the definition of J,Jt) (and 
Jm(t; aj)) either h as one or more factors bounded by exp (- fQ2/4t), if 
(i) or (ii) holds, or else all the zk E B are near some one corner of B (or B,,), 
if (iii) holds. Repeated use of Lemma 2.16 shows that the portion of the 
integral corresponding to the first case is 5 m$Kern(t) exp (- y2S2jSt) 
over t E (0, T], for some constant K, some d,(t) satisfying 1 e,,(t) 1 < I, 
yt < 1. It follows that (3.3) and (3.4) hold and, moreover, that the right side 
of (3.5) converges absolutely and so can be used to define W,(a) there. 
Finally, to prove that JnL(t; aj) is actually independent of t over t E (0, T], 
we make the change of variables in 2.28 (with B, D replaced by B,, D,,), 
zk = fi&, -l<k<m 
Q-k = t7;c, O<kI:m, 
and obtain 
Jm(t; 4 = .M; %> for m>l and l<j<N, 
since t/t = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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In order to obtain our asymptotic evaluation of N,(A) we need the following 
Tauberian theorem. In this theorem jf(h) &(A) denotes Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integration, JCa,B) being such over the open interval (a, b), and similarly 
with (a, b) replaced by [a, b], (a, b] or [a, b). 
THEOREM 3.17. Let E, v  be finite real numbers satisfring 0 < E < 1 and 
v  > 241 + C) and let a(X) b e a real-valued function of bounded variation over 
every finite interval [0, a] which satisfies the following conditions: 
do) = 0 = a(0 +>; (3.18) 
CC(A) + IQ” is nondecreasing over A 2 A, for some jinite real positive con- 
stants A,, K; (3.19) 
for some$nite real constants c > 0 and /?, (3.20) 
s 
exp (- tA) de(A) = /I + 0 (exp (- ct-‘)) as t--+0+. 
(0, m) 
Then 
a(X) = O(X4C/f1+e)1) as il-t+m. (3.21) 
This theorem results from a trivial modification of that of Ganelius [3] 
to allow /3 # 0. 
COROLLARY 3.22 
N,(h)=~X-(-)v~~+O(l/h) as X-++~,r~=Oorl. 
PROOF. Let 
a(h) = N,(h) - 9A + (--)‘qdx-- S,,, for h 3 0. (3.23) 
Then 01 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.17 with A, = 1, E = 1, 
K = b@)/4~1 + C@)/~l~ since a(O) = 0 = 01(0 +) and 
s e- th da(h) (O,co) 
to,=) 
e-tA rlN,(h) - ‘2 jm e-t” dh + (-)V 2 jm e-t-J d fi 
0 0 
s 
e-t” dN (A) - ti_9> + (-)” ‘@) zzz Y  
(O,co) 4rrt 86 
= (3 wy(4 - SI,~) $- 0 (exp (- {-)) 
j=l 
as t -+ 0 + 
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for some S > 0, by Lemma 3.1. Hence by Theorem 3.17, c/( 1 + C) = 4, 
a(X) = 0 ($0) as h-tCm, 
and substituting the right side of (3.23) for a(h) in this equation the desired 
result follows. 
IV. ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF GREEN FUNCTION INTEGRALS 
IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
For complex numbers s with R[s] > 0, fi will denote that branch of the 
square root function which is positive on the positive real axis. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exist functions of a complex variable ,,fi(s), “fi(s), 
v  = 0 or 1, analytic in {s : R[s] > 0) such that there 
2 exp (- &) = P(D) --- 
4Ts 
4B) + ofi + ofi(4 
8 d?GT 
(4.2) 
j=l 
and 
1 $- 2 exp (- 1Aj~) =: s) + $j$ i- lfl(4 + If&)9 (4.3) 
j=l 
and such that the following estimates are satis$ed: 
I yfi(s) I _< M, ! s !-1’2 over H[s] > 0 (4.4) 
for some Jinite real MI; 
I uf&) I I Mz over s = rete, / 0 / < Bo, r > 0 (44 
for some finite real M,, t$ with 0 < 13~ < 42. 
Actually, if all 1 01~ ] < 7r/2 the estimate (4.5) holds, with M, depending on 
8,, for each 0, satisfying 
where 
0 < Be < arc cos (max {e-2, w}), 
Note that w > maxi ) aj l/r. 
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PROOF. In what follows it will be understood that for any integral of a 
function of a complex variable from one complex number to another the 
path of integration is the straight line path. 
We first show that the series ~~=, J,,(s) converges absolutely and uniformly 
over a plane set specified below, where Jm(s) is defined by the right side of 
(2.28) with t replaced by s. 
LetJm(s) be defined by the same integral as was I(s) except that the inte- 
grand be replaced by its absolute value. A simple change of variables in the 
integrand for J,,(s) shows that 
(4.6) 
where s = 1 s ( eie with ( s 1 real and positive and 0 5 0 < 7~12. With qa,,=,, as 
in 2.13 and with 7 = (maxi Q~, ) < 1, choose 0, E (0, n/2) such that 
cos 13, > 7. Since R(t) is monotone increasing over t > 0 and 
R(t) -+ (mjax &j <: 77 < 1, 
we can choose T,, > 0 such that 
R (-&$ I R (&- < cos 0, over 1 s) ~(0, To]. 
Then for all s = 1 s 1 eie with 1 s ) E (0, T,,] and 1 0 1 I 0, and with 
we have 
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as we saw following (2.31). The right side of this last inequality is finite since 
and since both zzcl xm and cz=, mxm are finite for 0 < x < 1. This proves 
the stated uniform convergence and also incidentally shows that both 
zz=, t-1” MS> and Cz=, M > s are uniformly bounded over 1 s ] G (0, To] 
Next we will use a standard argument to see that the JIIL(s) are analytic in s 
over the above J2 = {S : s = 1 s ( ei8, 0 < 1 s 1 < To, ( B 1 < 0,>. Consider 
where C,.(s,) is any circle contained in Q. Equation (4.6) together with the 
estimate 
Jm (2) I Mym-2(y + m - 1) iI (2) P(D) + 2ym-15 CSC~ ayj, 
j=l 
with y = max (77, R(I s [/cos e)}, TJ = maxi q,,+,, as before, justifies the 
use of the Fubini theorem to alter the order of integration in the right side 
of (4.8). Making the change of variables (with T-~ = s) 
To = 0s and Tk = T;<T;-1, 1 Ik_<m, 
and then taking the integration over s inside shows that the right side of 
(4.8) is zero, since the integrand is plainly analytic in S. Morera’s theorem 
for circles then shows that Jm( ) s must be analytic in Q, since C,(s,) was 
arbitrary in 9. 
Actually the above argument, with To and B. replaced, shows that Jm(s) 
is analytic in R[s] > 0, though now y > 1 may arise due to this replacement. 
Hence, in particular, Jo(s) is analytic in R[s] > 0. 
Now the (4.2) and (4.3) left side series are known by Lemma 3.1 to con- 
verge uniformly and absolutely over R[s] 3 t for every t > 0, and hence are 
analytic in R[s] > 0. 
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Thus taking 
and letting (4.2) and (4.3) define sfi( ) s and &(s) respectively, we have 
Jr(s) and yfa(s) analytic in R[s] > 0. 
Also 
J?(S) = 2 (-)-+I) JJS) 
follows, from this definition and Theorem 2.32, over real s E (0, T] for some 
T > 0. Hence the previous three paragraphs show by unique analytic 
continuation that this relation also holds over 0 < 1 s 1 < To, 1 6 1 < B,,, 
s = 1 s 1 eie. Hence (4.5) follows from (4.7), since the following asserted 
boundedness of J,,(s) over R[s] 2 t for each t > 0 yields the same for yfi(~) 
and hence yf2(~). Thus our lemma will be completely proved as soon as we 
show that Jo(s) satisfies 
Now 
over R[s] > 0. 
x Q(I z - x ( ; T) do(z) dT d/~(x) 
the Fubini theorem ,justified by (4.6) and J,-,(t) < + 00 over t E (0, T]. 
Consider 
1 l 
ss 
n(z). (2 - xj 
(4rs)2 (1 _ qu exp - is:,: L) 444 du ( 1 over ZEA,. o D 
Since the integral over D can be replaced by a finite linear combination of 
integrals of the same integrand over trapezoidal regions whose bases are 
perpendicular to A, (extended if necessary), it will be sufficient to show that 
if K is such a trapezoid then 
f(s) = J: s, (&$y; ” qu exP (- ,i;! .)) 444 du, n = (f-4 l), 
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has 
If(s) / < M I s !-1’z 
for some finite M independent of K. In fact, using x1 f-) - x1 reflections and 
x2 ts - x2 reflections, we need consider only those trapezoidal regions in R, 
which are bounded by lines of the form 
x1 = a, x1 = b, x2 = 0, x2 = mx, + c, 
where a 2 0, b > a, ma + c >, 0 and mb + c > 0, for which we will then 
be able to take M = 514~. 
Now 
1 lb 1 =- 
871~s ff- 0 al--u 
X exp - 
[ ( 4sucTA ,,) - exp (- “‘&,‘;““_~;)‘)] dx du 
X” 
4SU(l - U) 
t 
( d-wx+~&)‘+& dxdu 
- exp - - 
4su(l - U) )I 
dx du 
-- 
1 1 
87~~s (1 + rn2)li4 s 
li2 
--. 0 I 
bdl+m2+(mc/l/l+m2) 1 
a2/l+m2+held1+rn~) 
__ u(l-U 
x exp - * 
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We shall show that for A, B > 0 and Z’?[S] > 0 and 0 < u < 4, 
rr i 
X= 
exp - 
A 4SU(l - u) 1 I 
dx I 10 d/I S 1 u(1 - uj, 
from which it will follow that 
(4.9) 
1 
s 
l/2 
‘.f(s)‘%T~s~ 
1 
o u(l-u) 
x 20 1/l s 1 zr(1 - u) du 
5 
s 
112 1 
27? 1 s 11’2 0 l/u(l - u) d” 
5 
= 4rr , s ,1,2 as claimed. 
We have, with s = 1 s 1 eie, 
A s ( exp - x2 dx 0 4SU(l - u) 1 
= dj s 1 ~(1 - u) /~z’4”‘u(1-‘) -& exp [- p(cos 6 - i sin 0)] dp, (4.10) 
after:making the change of variable x2 = 4 1 s 1 ~(1 - u)p. If 
then 
01 
A 
4/slu(l -u) (‘, 
II 
A/4islu(l--u) 1 
0 
Gexp[-p(cosB-isin8)]dp~<j:~dp=2; 
while if 1 < A/[4 1 s I u( 1 - u)], 
IS 
A/4 Is lu(l-u) 1 
0 
G exp [- p(cos 0 - i sin e)] dp 1 
exp [- p(cos 0 - i sin e)] dp 
+ 
s 
Al41sM--u) 1 
- exp [- p(cos 0 - isin S)] dp 
1 y56 
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(24, ! 
[ 
- -& ei@ exp [- p(cos 6 - i sin B)]]+f’4’riu(1+” 
+ pe jy?& exp [- p(cos 0 - i sin 0)] dp 1 
I 2 + 2 + +- 1; P-~‘” dp 
= 5. 
Hence, by (4.10) 
) jy exp (- 4SU(T- qj dx I < 5 dm- for all A > 0, 
from which (4.9) obviously follows. 
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Our main result is Corollary 3.22 which gives an asymptotic evaluation 
of N,(X) for a rather general polygonal region. Previously the error term in 
this evaluation was only known to be 0(4/h In A). (See [I], for example.) We 
have also incidentally constructed the heat Green function for such regions 
and have shown that it has the expected relation with the eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues of the original differential operator for the same region. 
The result in 4.1 is somewhat less than that conjectured by Brownell [5], 
which would hold essentially if (4.5) could be proved with 0s = 7r/2. This, 
however, appears very difficult to do; trial computation here seems to indicate 
it is necessary to use in some way the oscillatory character of the integrand 
in the definition of J&) for m 3 1. 
In addition to this possible strengthening of (4.5), it still remains an appa- 
rently formidable Tauberian problem to determine what additional informa- 
tion about N,,(h), if any, is afforded by this additional complex S-plane 
information. In this connection, Ganelius and Lindberg have recently com- 
municated to us their proof of Brownell’s conjectured Tauberian theorem 
in [5]. In order to replace 0(2/h) by o(d) in 3.22, it tben remains either to 
strengthen (4.5) to t+, = n/2 or to strengthen this proof so that the 4.1 infor- 
mation is sufficient. 
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